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Overview Of RATA
The Refrigeration & Air-Conditioning Trades Association Ltd. (RATA) is one of the oldest association working for the development of
Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration industry in India. Established in the year 1949, the association brings together people from the entire
industry and gives them a central forum to help them accomplish their common goal of making progress and achieving success.
To bring this vision to reality, RATA with its base of ethics and a strong code of conduct, actively and responsibly helps its members to
grow and has also encouraged new entries for the expansion and betterment of the industry.
RATA believes in providing a platform to its members to showcase their offerings which in turn will promote internal as well as external
trade. In this constantly evolving industry and changing market trends, the association contributes towards the promotion and an
overall development of its members and the industry by encompassing companies and traders to organize promotional, educative
and informative events.
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Bengaluru VRF event supported by RATA , represented and coordinated by Bengaluru
RATA team lead by Mr Manoj Jogia
Bengaluru was having its first association promoted VRF event .and the challenge we faced was that the
event was scheduled on a working day and it was during the festival of Dusherra. Nevertheless, we started
to to speak to dealer one week before event . A lot of the credit of the success of the participation of the
event goes to Mr Jogia our RATA member in Bangalore . He has now set the ball rolling to get the RATA
Bangalore chapter rolling over the next few months .
One activity that Mr Jogia did was to create a dealer broadcast group on Whatsapp and ask dealers to
send their confirmation on the group. The event participation registration increased due to this consistent
follow up . By the day of the event the participation crossed over 100 trade partners from Karnataka
The event was an extremely educative seminar. Many dealers, partners who missed the event called back
Mr Jogia to express the regret in not being able to make it Participants too, appreciated all four Speakers
for having given their time and expert advice. We were glad that the event was a big success.
We express gratitude to the speakers- Mr Madhukar , Avinash Khemka, Anil Yadav, Ranjit kumar, and Mr
Sapaliga from ICAI in taking the lead for organising the event
RATA is privileged to have members like Mr Manoj Jogia who are self motivated to bring the trade together
and takes out their valuable business time for the large interest of the trade and its members .

Mr Shanker Sapaliga of ICAI with RATA member
Mr Manoj Jogia in charge of RATA Bangalore activities
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Bangalore VRF Event
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Chillventa 2016

RATA with its 24 member delegation attended the bi-annular exhibition on Refrigeration,
Air Conditioning, Heating and Ventilation, held in Nurnberg Germany, on the 11th-13th
October 2016. Chillventa was held in 8 halls with approximately 1000 companies
who had displayed their spectacular range and innovation in the field of HVAC&R.

Convenor
MR. PANKAJ CHORARIA
RATA Committee Member
Boultan Trading Corporation

The main focus this year was on alternative refrigerants, energy saving and electronics.
Chillventa is providing the clear path where the industry will be moving in the coming years
Alternate refrigerant like Co2 and Hydro carbons along with Ammonia will be the choice in the coming future till a
new refrigerant have a low GWP and low ODP is developed.
Many companies displayed high efficiency products which will help save the consumption of electricity.
The Electronic components remote controlling and data acquisition was also the main focus and will be the need
of the hour for Refrigeration and Airconditioning systems.
Chillvent also held a India Day on the 12th of October and were seeing a bright future of the Indian market in the
coming years.
RATA is proud to have taken the largest delegation form India to Chillventa and all the delegates took back a large
experience from the show.
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Nearly 200 nations reach historic deal to limit
Greenhouse Gases
Source: Business Line

In a landmark step to combat climate change, about 200 nations, including India, today struck a legally-binding
deal after intense negotiations to phase down climate-damaging HFCs that have global warming potential
thousand times more than carbon dioxide.
Negotiators and policymakers held meetings since yesterday morning and through the night, having intense
deliberations to iron out differences concerning the amendment to the Montreal Protocol to reach the Kigali
Amendment to phase down the use of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs).
The agreement reached by 197 parties on the amendment to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete
the Ozone Layer is expected to prevent a global temperature rise of up to 0.5 degrees C by the end of the century,
while continuing to protect the ozone layer.
According to the amendment adopted by nations, developed countries will reduce HFCs use first, followed by
China, along with a large number of countries.
India and nine other countries of South and West Asia will follow suit. Overall, the agreement is expected to
reduce HFCs use by 85 per cent by 2045.
The amendment will enter into force on January 1, 2019, provided that at least 20 instruments of ratification,
acceptance or approval of the Amendment have been deposited by states or regional economic integration
organisations that are parties to the Montreal Protocol on substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer.
“We cared for our development, industrial interest and at the same time the interest of the country,” Environment
Minister Anil Madhav Dave, who attended the high-level segment of the conference here, said.
Under the amendment, three different schedules have been set for countries to freeze and then reduce their
production and use of HFCs.
The developed countries, led by the US and Europe, will reduce HFC use by 85 per cent by 2036 over a 2011-13
baseline.
China, which is the largest producer of HFCs in the world, will reduce HFC use by 80 per cent by 2045 over the
2020-22 baseline.
India will reduce the use of HFCs by 85 per cent over the 2024-26 baseline.
Developed countries have also agreed to provide enhanced funding support to developing countries.
Unlike the Paris Agreement on climate change, the Montreal Protocol amendment is legally binding.
Hailing the role played by India in reaching the deal, Indian climate experts said India went with a clear strategy
and a proactive agenda to enhance the overall environmental ambition of the deal and to protect the nation’s
economic interests.
“The amendment finally agreed to not only protects India’s economic interests, but also doubles the climate
benefit compared to the previous Indian proposal. It will avoid HFC emissions equivalent to 70 billion tonnes
of Co2,” Chandra Bhushan, Deputy Director-General of the Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), said.
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ADVERTISE IN ACREX 2017 SPECIAL EDITION NEWSLETTER

As we all know Acrex India is one of the largest exhibition held in HVAC & R Industries, RATA is one of the
supporting association for Acrex. We are pleased to inform you we are Issuing a Special Edition of RATA Newsletter
which will be distributed in ACREX 2017
Acrex 2017 is having Powerful international participation from 25 countries including Belgium, China, Czech
Republic, Egypt, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Spain, Switzerland,
Taiwan, the Netherlands, UAE, UK, Ukraine and USA.
From this year onwards Build Fair Alliance (BFA) – a consortium of co-located events that are proposed to be
conducted at the same venue coinciding with ACREX, thereby ensuring maximum number of footfalls from
stakeholders of construction industry, largest ever product display of integrated building solutions and be counted
rd
th
th
amongst largest events in South Asia to be held on 23 - 24 – 25 February 2016 at India Expo Centre (IEML)
Greater Noida , Delhi
On behalf of RATA invite you to participate in RATA Special Edition Newsletter for ACREX 2017 and increase
your visibility and connect to your prospect dealers, distributors, importers etc by advertising in RATA Newsletter.
We request members to take the opportunity to make their presence felt at ACREX 2017 and also take full benefit
as RATA members. Kindly note the details of ACREX 2017 Special Edition Newsletter mentioned below.

EARLY BIRD PRICES
th

Take the opportunity and full benefit of EARLY BIRD PRICES by booking your advertisement before 15
January 2016.
Newsletter Advertisement booking is on a first come first paid basis only. The special edition of the
newsletter will be distributed free to all exhibitors and visitors at RATA stall.

Particulars
Inside Full Page
Size: 8" x 11.45"

Inside Half Page
Size: 8" x 5.5"

Inside Bottom
Size: 8" x 1.5"

Member Rate

Non Member Rate

11,000/-

13,000/-

6,000/-

8,000/-

5,000/-

4,000/Post due date rate will increase by 25%.

